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PROJECTS

ACADEMIC BACKGROUND

- Attended from 2018 to  2021

Bachelor of Computer Science

College Of Applied  Science Kuzhalmannam

- Attended from 2016 to  2018
- Computer Science

Plus Two

G.H.S.S Kottayi

- Completed in 2016

S.S.L.C

G.H.S Bemmannur

SKILLS
- HTML5                    

- CSS3

- JavaScript

- Bootstrap

- Tailwind CSS

- React Js

- Next Js

- Node js  

- Mongo DB

- Webpack

- NPM

- RollUp

-  Git

SAJITH P J
FORNTEND DEVELOPER

CAREER OBJECTIVE
Searching for a frontend developer role to utilize and improve my skills and knowledge in
various technologies for the benefit of the organization and to gain knowledge from the
creative environment.

EXPERIENCE

- Attended from 08/2021 to 10/2021

Internship on MERN stack

Spotix  Pvt Ltd , Thrissur

- Attended from 09/2021 to 03/2022

Frontend Developer

Tyler Petroleum, Malappuram

- Attended from 03/2022 -  03/2023

Frontend developer

VASS Systems LLP, Calicut

- Attended from 03/2023 - ongoing

Frontend developer

iCore Pioneer, Business Solution Pvt Ltd 

- Attended from 03/2021 to 07/2021

Internship on MERN stack 

Tecknocks Solutions, Ernakulam

Lead developer for Front end
Query Optimization, Code review, and
merge
Creation of reusable UI components
Coordinate with backend developers, guide
Jr. Developers, and back-end integration

Product Landing page: https://www.naac.pro/
Product Link: https://demo.naac.pro

Technologies: HTML5, CSS3, React JS, Tailwind CSS

Responsibilities:

Easy NAAC Pro is a data management portal for
educational institutions. For getting accreditation to
various quality management organizations, they need to
manage data based on a specific. This data management
software helps to collect the data using a dynamic form
system. It supports the report generation from the
dynamic data to reduce the efforts of the institution

NAAC EASY

https://www.tylerpetroleum.com/
https://www.naac.pro/
https://demo.naac.pro/


SOCIAL LINKS

linkedin.com/in/sajith-p-j

github.com/sajith-pj

sajith.in

ACHIVEMENTS
- Attended a webinar on "Build your career in
Android  Development" in Christ College
(Autonomous), Irinjalakuda
- Attended a webinar on "Employability in IT
Industry" by RP2 company
- Coordinator of Computer Science Association
day conducted in  College of Applied Science
Kuzhalmannam.

Lead developer 
Code structuring, code merging, creating
reusable form components
validation, bundling using rollup and
publishing into the NPM registry

Package: https://www.npmjs.com/package/@sajith-pj
Technologies: HTML5, SCSS, Next JS, Rollup

Responsibilities:

@sajith-pj/react-former is a package that helps to create
forms in ReactJS using JSON data, which will also handle
form validations using JSON data. This will reduce the effort
to render forms in react js projects.

Forget forms remember @sajith-pj/react-former

React-former

Lead developer 
Creation of  reusable UI components
Integration of frontend with backend
Code validation and structuring 

Product Landing Page: https://www.relivaglobal.com/
Product Link: https://app.relivaglobal.com/

Technologies: HTML5, SCSS, Next JS, Rollup

Responsibilities:

It is a web 3.0 project. Reliva Global provides crypto
currencies and NFT trading and referral reward systems.
I have led the project from scratch and created the whole
frontend of this application in Next JS.

Reliva Global 

Lead developer 
Creation of  reusable UI components in React
JS
converting the ReactJS application into a CDN 
Integration of frontend with backend

Product Landing Page: https://app.onlinecheckwriter.com
Product Link: N/A

Technologies: HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, Tailwind CSS, React
Js, Webpack, Laravel

Responsibilities:

I am very proud to be a part of this feature. Get paid by link is
a feature in https://app.onlinecheckwriter.com.
This feature is like a payment gateway, which is integrated
with Yodlee, Stripe, Bitpay, and Paypal, an
onlineCheckWritter user can request payment or can accept
payment through a link, a user can accept payment with the
help of onlineCheckWritter using this feature as a payment
widget he will get a CDN and some code snippet to use this
feature. I am the only one assigned to the task to develop the
frontend in React Js

Get Paid By Link

React Js developer 
Code review, and merge
Creation of reusable UI components
Coordinate with backend developers for
back-end integration

Product Landing page: N/A
Product Link: N/A
Technologies:  React JS.

Responsibilities:

SecurityFactory is a part of the Cloudfactory of Syngenta. I
was the only frontend developer who is assigned to this
project, for satisfying the requirements. SecurityFactory is
a platform that will find the vulnerabilities and its severity 
of a web applicat

SecurityFactory

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sajith-p-j/
http://github.com/sajith-pj
https://sajith.in/
https://www.npmjs.com/package/@sajith-pj/react-former
https://www.relivaglobal.com/
https://app.relivaglobal.com/
https://app.onlinecheckwriter.com/

